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Abstract
The formation of supply chains for raw materials is closely related to production problems
involving the determination of prices for sold goods. The question often arises about the need to
study the sources of raw materials and the methodology for pricing the goods produced, taking into
account a large number of external aspects of the market. Often, only particular approaches to solving
production problems are considered in the literature, and methods for solving the complex problem
of forming supply chains for raw materials and pricing are poorly developed. This paper presents a
mathematical model that makes it possible to assess the feasibility of interaction between a timber
industry enterprise and a commodity exchange, with the daily formation of a price vector over the
entire planning horizon. A two-stage algorithm for finding a suboptimal solution is considered, which
at the first stage is based on linear optimization, and at the second, on gradient descent with the use
of penalty functions. The model was tested on the data of the commodity and raw materials exchange
of Russia and one of the enterprises of the Primorsky Territory. The result of testing was the volume
of production of each type of product over the entire planning horizon, the volume of delivery of raw
materials from regions to enterprises, as well as the methods of delivery of goods to the consumer and
the policy of pricing. It is shown that almost all goods should increase in price due to a reduction in the
excess volume of applications (demand) over the entire planning horizon, with the exception of two
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types of products. It is noted that the exchange can provide the necessary volume of raw materials for
high-capacity production, which demonstrates the possibility, if necessary, to increase the volume of
raw materials purchases. It is shown which goods will be included in the release plan more often than
others when optimizing the price vector. The ways of delivery of final types of products are analyzed.
The disadvantages and advantages of the mathematical model and algorithm are presented.
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Introduction

S

ince the industrial revolution in the 18th
and 19th centuries, the importance of
optimal production management has
increased. Formerly, enterprises, as a rule, produced products and covered only territorially
insignificant market volumes with them. This,
in turn, required insignificant computational
and logical effort, which enterprises could easily cope with. In the aftermath of the Industrial
Revolution, businesses began to wonder about
expanding markets and increasing production
capacity to maximize their profits. However, as
enterprises entered new markets, they began to
face competition in other regions. When solving the problem of increasing the competitiveness of enterprises, the role of decision-making
in relation to entering new markets, determining production volumes and methods of
obtaining cheaper raw materials has increased.
These three main factors play a significant role
in the management of every enterprise today in
the 21st century [1, 2].
Among the most acute problems faced by
enterprises are the complex issues of production volumes, the method of delivery and the
source of raw materials, the method of transporting the final product to the customer, as
well as the formation of prices for the final
product. The first three problems together

represent the task of forming sustainable supply chains. It should be noted that the issues
of the formation of supply chains and the pricing policy of the enterprise are not only cornerstone in the enterprise process, but also interrelated and interdependent [1]. It is difficult to
solve the above general problem by sequentially
solving each of the above four problems separately [2]. The latter problem is especially difficult because it requires an in-depth analysis of
markets, production structure and the processing of raw materials [1].
The formation of optimal production plans,
in contrast to the formation of the pricing policy of an enterprise, is a problem that has been
seriously worked out in world and domestic literature. However, random processes that occur
during production make most of these plans
inapplicable in practice [2].
The solution to the problem of supply
chains has received serious development with
the growth of computing power of computers. However, there is no generally accepted
approach to solving this problem; only special
cases of solving some problems are known [1].
At the same time, the realities of the 21st century force the management of enterprises to
think about how to correctly solve this problem exclusively in combination with others,
since it is in this combination that the global
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extremum of profit value is achieved. The need
for an integrated approach significantly complicates an already very non-trivial problem.
Methods and algorithms for solving transport problems appeared somewhat earlier than
methods for solving problems associated with
supply chains. However, the problems of traffic flows, equilibria, etc. are still poorly studied
and do not give a general understanding of how
to solve a particular problem [2].
The formation of a pricing policy for production is a very complex and time-consuming
process, since here serious preparatory activities are required for decision-making which
often seems unrealizable in a limited time.
In addition, one should not forget about the
non-convexity of the admissible set of solutions
and the stochasticity of such models, which also
gives rise to many problems in the search for
solutions [3, 4].
Many parameters of the problem under consideration are probabilistic, which does not
allow finding the optimal solution, but there is
a possibility of finding a suboptimal solution to
the problem. The difference between suboptimal and optimal solutions is that the optimal
exists only for the deterministic case, while the
suboptimal solution delivers such a value of
the objective function that for any probabilistic outcome this value will be acceptable and
relatively good [3–5]. However, in the case of
a search for a suboptimal solution, there are a
number of intractable problems. The nonconvexity of the problem does not allow us to find
solutions by generally accepted methods and
always requires modification of well-known
algorithms and schemes of actions [6].
1. Literature review
One of the main issues in the design of the supply chain is the choice of investment method [7].
This perspective in supply chain design requires
an understanding of the relationships between
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costs, supply chain risk factors (including in a
global crisis) and investments in supply chain
capabilities. The article [7] proposes a multipurpose stochastic model for designing a supply chain under conditions of uncertainty. Risk
sources are modeled as a set of scenarios, and the
goal is to explore the trade-offs between investing
in improving supply chain capabilities and reducing supply chain risks, and minimizing the cost of
supply chain disruptions. The results of [7] show
that supply chain empowerment can be seen as
a mitigation strategy that allows a company to
reduce the overall expected value of a supply
chain prone to disruptions, including in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic.
The work [8] is devoted to the problem of
optimal decision-making in the supply chain,
the choice between centralized and decentralized decisions of manufacturers and retailers.
The organization and coordination of the supply chain is considered in terms of a carbon tax.
Optimization of the supply chain is challenged
in three ways: when considering a buyback
contract, a subsidy policy, and a joint buyback
and subsidy strategy under a carbon tax cap.
In [9], the problem of the supply of raw materials from a commodity exchange to enterprises
is considered. The peculiarities of this work are
the maintenance of the minimum amount of
raw materials in the warehouse, accounting for
the supply of raw materials on the exchange,
forecasting the supply and prices on the market, drawing the distance traveled by rail with
each lot after its purchase. To achieve the goal
of the work, a nonlinear stochastic programming model and an algorithm for finding suboptimal solutions were developed.
The study [10] analyzes the management of
humanitarian supply chains using the example
of India in a normal market situation, not complicated by crises in supply chains during a pandemic. The authors emphasize the importance
of information and communication technologies (ICT). The results show that strategic and
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proactive planning is essential to expand the use
of ICTs in humanitarian supply chain management. The authors note that this can motivate
participants to implement educational programs
to raise awareness of the importance of ICTs.
These results also support the view that the role
of government is critical to expanding the use of
ICTs. As argued in [10], an effective, transparent workflow policy associated with the use of
a knowledge management system will maximize
the benefits of ICT and further improve the efficiency of supply chains.

uncertainty in demand. The authors were looking for an efficient distribution of goods to consumers based on stochastic demand in order to
maximize the final value of the profit. As shown
in [17], a special role in problems related to supply chains is played by the simultaneous optimization of heterogeneous and incommensurable
parameters. The author’s model is multi-product
and multi-period; it has a complex stepped architecture that allows for solving the problem of production with random market and organizational
demands of buyers and prices for goods.

At the moment, much attention is focused
on work in the field of supply chains, where
demand is described as a random variable, the
value of which can change over time [11, 12].
To take this feature into account, the authors of
[13] developed a nonlinear model that allows
both parties to a transaction to make decisions
that meet all constraints (on both sides) and find
the optimal solution in the current situation.

The stochastic nature of demand very accurately describes the situation of the “sellerbuyer” type and plays an important role in
assessing the degree of efficiency of the resulting
supply chain.

However, it is not always possible to present the
problem of the parties as a single mathematical
model, and therefore multi-period models come
to the fore. Thus, the authors of [14] have developed a two-echelon production and transport
distribution network, which is distinguished by
the ability to take into account the uncertainty of
demand for final products. The purpose of such
a model is to determine the minimum values of
two parameters at once: the total cost of the supply chain and the time for service. To solve the
problem, an L-shaped algorithm was used. The
authors of [15] expanded the multi-period threeechelon logistics network of direct and reverse
action in conditions of various uncertainties,
including demand. The aim of the work was to
find such a distribution in which the value of the
profit would be maximum. To achieve the goal of
the work, echelons of forward and backward distribution of goods were used.
In [16], a two-stage stochastic model was developed to solve the problem of the supply chain on a
short-term planning horizon under conditions of

In [18], a multi-product supply chain was
designed to take into account probabilistic scenarios for the development of events. As an
algorithm for finding solutions, the authors settled on the branching and binding algorithm. In
[19], the problem of placement and distribution
of subproblems with random demand was solved
in order to be able to make decisions at different levels. The goal of the task was to achieve the
maximum profit value. A modified genetic algorithm was used as an algorithm. In the article
[20], a new two-purpose mixed-integer problem
of supply chain management was formulated
which was solved in three classical ways, and the
solutions obtained were Pareto-optimal.
Thus, we can assume that the topic under
consideration within the framework of the
problem of supply chain management is relevant and is rather widely reflected in the literature. However, we note some important features of the above literature review:
♦♦not enough attention is paid to the problems of
supply chains and economic policy as a complex problem for any type of production;
♦♦the topic of interaction between timber industry enterprises and commodity exchanges has
not been sufficiently worked out.
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2. Goals, objectives and hypothesis
of the research

1. Construction of an economic and mathematical two-stage model:

Let’s consider the activities of enterprises in the
timber industry. Three of the most important production processes are involved here: the delivery
and volumes of purchases of raw materials from
the exchange, the volume of production of each
type of product (based on the available stocks of
raw materials) and the method of delivery of the
final product to the consumer.

a. for the formation of a suboptimal vector of production of products by day on
a given horizon for planning the supply
chains of raw materials and the vector of
volumes of transportation of raw materials to the final consumer;

For definiteness, it is necessary to note the
sources of raw materials supply to the exchange.
The exchange enters into agreements with the
tenants of the plots from the regions that they
can use the platform for trading. After the transaction between the raw material processing
enterprise (timber processing complex – the
customer) and the cut (the seller), the volume of
raw materials declared in the contract1 is sent to
the customer.

2. Drawing up an agreed decision for paragraphs (a) and (b) task list;

As a rule, enterprises receive requests from
customers in advance. In this regard, it seems
possible to make the assumption that for planning its activities, an enterprise can use large
planning horizons. It should be noted here that
the demand for timber products is seasonal,
which complicates the planning of the company’s activities.
The purpose of the work is to solve the problem of making a decision on the optimal volume
of output of goods, on the volumes of purchase of
raw materials, on the delivery of finished products to the end consumer and on the formation
of the company’s pricing policy throughout the
entire planning horizon to assess the feasibility of
interaction between the enterprise and the timber
commodity exchange.
To achieve the goal of the research, the following tasks were set:

b. to find an effective vector of prices for
the sale of manufactured products.

3. Analysis of model testing results.
We formulate a research hypothesis. It consists of the fact that by increasing the price and,
as a consequence, reducing the volume of applications, it is possible to achieve an increase in
profits from the sale of timber industry products
in the sales markets when interacting with commodity exchanges as sources of raw materials.
3. Mathematical model
Any production, including timber industry, is
not capable of functioning without a raw material base. To ensure it, it is necessary to determine the plots from where the delivery of raw
materials will be carried out. For this we will
use the services of the St. Petersburg International Commodity Exchange (SPIMEX2).
Every day, the exchange publishes data on how
many transactions (orders) were made, at what
price and what volume of raw materials was
sold. In addition, the exchange provides services for the delivery of raw materials to the
consumer, which is also included in the price
of the goods. Many regions are represented on
the exchange where raw materials can potentially come from.

The purchase and sale agreement specifies the methods and price of timber delivery.
Delivery can be carried out by the enterprise, however, further we consider the
delivery of raw materials by the supplier
2
https://spimex.com/
1
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After the receipt of a sufficient volume of
raw materials at the production warehouse, the
enterprise must decide on the optimal vector
for the production of the final product, with a
focus on demand. Once the production plans
have been implemented, the goods must be
delivered to customers in accordance with their
demand, using known transport hubs.
To solve the problem, we introduce the following variables and designations [21]:
k – type (number) of production, k = 1, ..., K;
l – type (number) of raw material for production, l = 1, ..., L;
m – day number within the considered planning horizon, m = 1, ..., M;
w – week number within the considered
planning horizon (determined depending on
the day number), w = 1, ..., W;
s – month number within the considered
planning horizon, s = 1, ..., S;
cilrm – buying price of i lot with type raw material type l in region r during the day m (rub.),
including delivery costs;
Vilrm – type raw material volume in lot from
region r during the m day (m3);
vilrm – raw material bought volume of l raw
material in lot i from region during day m (m3);
ulm – stock in the warehouse of raw materials
type l during day m (m3);
– maximal capacity rate of warehouse
during day m (m3);
– the level of an inviolable (safety) stock
of raw materials of type l in the warehouse on
any day over the entire planning horizon (m3);
– volume of raw materials of type l purchased in the previous period about which it is
known that it will arrive at the warehouse on
the day m (m3);
– the resource costs volume l for the unit
production of output k in a month s (m3);
pkm – selling price k of product type l in day
m (rub.);

N – number of independent simulation iterations;
FCn – fixed cost for simulated iteration n
(rub.), n = 1, ..., N;
xkm – volume of production of goods type k
during day m (pcs.);
zijkw – volume of products k transported
between points i and j during week w (pcs.);
Zijw – the throughput of the arc between
points i and j in a week w (pcs.);
– road use indicator from point i to point
j in week w in the transport subproblem solution graph;
cijw – transportation costs from point i to
point j in week w (rub.);
I – the number of orders that were purchased
by the enterprise in the previous period (until
the moment m = 0) and for which the dates of
arrival at the warehouse are known;
R – the number of regions from which applications are received;
Tr – the rate of time spent (in days) for the

delivery of any volume of raw materials from
region r by rail, r = 1, ..., R;
– demand of retailer j * for products k in
week w;
– the demand volume expectation of a
retail company j * for products k per week w;
M1 – the number of days of the current period
for which purchased bids will arrive at the warehouse during the next period;
J – set of vertices in a transport graph;
out

– set of vertices incident to a production
point;
J

*

J – many retailers (final destination of man-

ufactured products);
B0 – the company’s budget allocated for trad-

ing as of the moment the model starts working;
xkm1 – hypothetical production volume of
product type k in day m = M + 1, ..., M1, which is

defined as follows:
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(10)

,

(11)
where t is the number of days for which the
maximum and minimum values of are selected
in the constraints below.
The values of the parameters ul 0 , B0 are set
and correspond to the last day of the previous
period.
As an objective function, we will consider the
pre-tax profit of the enterprise on the planning
horizon M. Then the mathematical notation of
the optimization problem takes the following
form:

B0 = const

(12)

ul0 = const

(13)
(14)

zijkw ≥ 0

(15)
(16)

(17)

(1)
pkm = const; m = 1, ..., 7; k = 1, ..., K (18)
(2)

(19)

(3)

(20)

(4)
(21)
(5)
(22)
(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
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(24)
(25)
(26)
where
– uniformly distributed random variables3;
– noise component4 of random value
at the starting week w for the product k for
retailer j *;

Let us consider expressions (1–26) in more
detail. The goal of problem (1) is to find such
a combinatorial distribution p, x, v, z, , that
the value of profit is maximized. The volume
of raw materials in the warehouse is monitored
every day (2). Any warehouse has its maximum capacity (3), and the volume of incoming raw materials cannot exceed it. Since any
production is associated with a certain risk that
raw materials can reach the warehouse a little
later than expected, we introduce the concept
of an inviolable (safety) stock of raw materials
of each type (4). Constraint (5) states that the
volume of production is limited by the amount
of raw materials available in the warehouse.
From constraint (6) it follows that the amount
of accumulated profit for each day of production cannot take a negative value. Constraint
(7) says that from each request it is impossible
to buy more raw materials than stated. The volume of the input flow of the finished product
is equal to the output flow (8), in other words,
no goods can remain at the intermediate points
of transportation of the finished product. The
volume of finished products that was produced
in a working week is fed to the graph (9). The
volume of the incoming flow of finished pro3
4

ducts to the vertices with the consumer cannot
exceed his volume of demand (10). Constraint
(11) allows you to track the use of different
graph arcs along which the finished product is
transported. Formulas (12) and (13) assert that
the initial budget of the company and the volume of raw materials in the warehouse are initially given. Formulas (14-16) reflect the nature
of the optimization variables. Constraint (17)
makes it possible to continue the formation of
the vector of purchases of raw materials, the
vector of production, the vector of the method
of delivery of goods, taking into account a small
additional period, if the model will be used for
several periods. Formula (18) reflects the fact
that prices are fixed on the first day of operation of the enterprise. Formula (19) shows that
the price can change by no more than
.
Formulas (20–26) reflect the stochastic nature
of the changes, in other words, for each realization of such random variables, the optimal or
suboptimal solution of the system will be determined.
As follows from formulas (1–26), the model
is nonlinear and stochastic. The resulting problem, according to [22], can be classified as a
stochastic programming problem with a deterministic objective function and stochastic constraints. The search for the optimal solution in
stochastic programming problems is nontrivial
and always requires a special approach, especially if the objective function or constraints
are nonlinear [22].
Consider approaches to solving the problem.
The most widely known methods are the method
of deterministic equivalent (MDE), the confidence method (DM) (better known as the generalized minimax approach [22–24]) and some
others. MDE allows you to move away from stochastic constraints to constraints of a deterministic nature and to reduce the original stochastic
programming problem to the problem of “deter-

Since the nature of these quantities is unknown, it is assumed that they are evenly distributed
Noise is usually understood to mean some random deviation
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ministic” optimization, which allows you to
expand the toolkit for solving the problem. However, this method cannot always be applied, since
the main statements inherent in this method
impose rather stringent requirements on the
structure of the loss function and the distribution of the vector of random parameters. In some
cases, it is possible to successfully estimate the
real value of the quantile function using some
upper bound of the confidence level. Since such
an estimate is a maximum function on the corresponding confidence set, the problem of minimizing the quantile function can be replaced by a
minimax problem, the solution of which can be
obtained numerically or analytically [22, 25].
In [26], a statement of a two-stage linear stochastic programming problem was proposed.
The novelty of the statement in this article is
that the constraints of the second stage problem are a linear complementarity problem
with a deterministic compensation matrix.
The introduction of such constraints allows
one to obtain compensation for the design at
the “solvability limit” which is provided by the
conditions of complementary slackness of the
complementarity problem.
Relying on a brief review of existing works, we
note that problem (1–26) can be reduced to a
two-stage model, where at the first step the values of stochastic parameters are played out, the
price vector is fixed, and the classical mixedinteger programming problem (1–16) is solved,
and in the second step, penalty functions and the
gradient descent method are applied to change
the vector of sales prices for goods.
To solve problem (1–26), we will conduct an
iterative search for a suboptimal solution using
two subtasks – stages (search for an optimal
production plan, delivery of raw materials and
goods, and search for a suboptimal price vector
for selling goods).
5

Stage 1. Solve problem (2–16) with an
objective function of the form (27):
(27)
where
.
At the first iteration, the vector is generated
randomly with a given initial condition (18).
The demand value is calculated using (18,
19, 23) (if you reapply stage 1, the next iteration will use the price values obtained in the
previous iteration of stage 2). The values from
expressions (20-26) are played every iteration.
The search for a solution to the problem is carried out using the Gomori algorithm included
in the system MathWorks5.
Stage 2. For fixed values xkm, vilrm, zijkw, ,
obtained in stage 1, we are to solve the optimization problem (10, 22, 23, 28, 29):
(28)

(29)
Stage 3. After stage 2, it is necessary to check
the value of the difference in profit values.
Repeat successively stages 1 and 2 until the value
of profit g of iterations in a row begins to change
by less than the value of , exit the algorithm.
As you can see, at stage 1, linear optimization is carried out: the problem of mixed-integer linear programming is solved. However, the
second stage is optimization of the nonlinear
functional. To find the optimal solution, we use
gradient descent [27, 28] and penalty functions
[29–31]. Then problem (10, 18, 22, 23, 28, 29)
takes the form (18, 22, 23, 30–34, 36) with the
iteration rule:

MathWorks. Documentation. Mixed-Integer Linear Programming Algorithms: https://
it.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/mixed-integer-linear-programming-algorithms.html
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(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

Constraint (31) reflects the difference between
the volume of products delivered to the customer and the value of the demand of the same
customer. If the value of the price goes beyond
the limits (32–34, 36), then the objective function receives a penalty. Formula (35) is a rule for
calculating the price vector.
The solution will tend to a state where prices
will meet the constraints, and the volume of
orders for goods will tend to the volume of products delivered. The latter will allow us to increase
the price to the maximum and reduce the number of applications and costs in the production
and delivery of finished goods, which will also
increase the value of profit to a suboptimal value.
4. Testing the model

(34)

(35)

(36)

where m = 1, ..., M;
p(k) – price vector on iteration k;
h – step value;
and
– vectors,
which elements are big enough numbers.
The stopping criterion will be considered the
achievement of such a value of k so that the
inequality

Let us consider formulas (30–35) in more
detail. Formula (30) – objective function with
penalties

One of the leading timber industry enterprises
of the Primorsky Territory was chosen to test the
model. The company seeks to extract maximum
profit from its activities and work in compliance
with the current legislation, therefore the company is considering the possibility of cooperation only with the exchange. Since the company
is only trying to assess the feasibility of cooperation with the exchange, we will use the already
published data of the exchange for the entire
period. However, we will focus on the interval
from 02/01/2020 to 11/31/2020, because there
is a seasonal decline in the demand for goods
and supply in the raw materials market. During the period under review, 1509 deals (orders)
were published. Enterprises from four regions
are represented to the greatest extent on the
exchange: Irkutsk Region (r = 1), Republic of
Udmurtia (r = 2), Moscow Region (r = 3) and
Perm Territory (r = 4). Knowing the coordinates
of the enterprises, it would be possible to conduct a dialogue with them directly, bypassing the
exchange. However, the exchange hides the real
coordinates, so all transactions are carried out
through the exchange both from the buyer’s side
and from the supplier’s side.
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An array of the following data was collected
from the official website of the exchange for the
specified period: prices of offered orders cirm, volumes of orders vilrm, selling prices of final goods
pk1, the number of orders for each type of raw
material. In addition, based on the analysis of
the company’s sales statistics, we will assume that
6
the daily demand
for each type of product is set on the considered planning horizon.
To solve the transport block and compile the
adjacency matrix of transport intermediate and
final points, we will use the map of international
transport corridors of Eurasian railways7. To estimate the throughput, we will use the data of the
enterprise.

The main initial parameters
of the enterprise
Parameters

Values

. m3

7750
50

. m3
. m3

(2250; 2250)

. = 1, ..., 9,
thousand rubles

(35; 52.89; 73.4; 83.54; 87.125;
97.47; 111.72; 121.97; 143.4)

Tr . days

(3; 5; 6; 5)

B0. rubles

20 000 000

h

max(150; 1000 – 25 k)

The main initial data characterizing the enterprise are presented in tables 1–3.

1e-02

Let us consider the requirements for the computing power of the computer with the help of
which we have to find a solution to the problem,
and note some features.

g

The number of constraints and variables was
10189 and 49779, respectively. This allows us to
assert that the constraint matrix is weakly sparse,
which, in turn, increases the search time for a
solution. In view of this, the maximum number
of vertices of the polyhedral feasible set of solutions was limited to 1500 units, which is extremely
small (but even for such a number of vertices, the
search for solutions will be very long).

c1

0.5

c2

1

To speed up the search for a solution, we will
use a 12-thread Ryzon 2600x processor and 64
GB RAM, as well as a parallel programming
technique. The search for a solution for each
problem in stage 1 will be computed in parallel,
and this is exactly what requires a large amount
of RAM. Let us clarify that such an amount of
RAM is required only at the step of forming con-
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2
1e+04
1e+04

0.006

straint matrices and objective functions for different iterations.
For calculations, we will use the high-level programming language Matlab and a function from
the intlinprog8 extension package to find solutions to linear optimization problems. In order
to speed up the process of finding solutions, we
deliberately did not impose an integer constraint
on the z variables. This will not affect the correctness of the solution of the problem, because in

For future research in the field of modeling production processes from the field of supply chains,
it is planned to predict the demand for the manufacturer’s products based on the data available
to the enterprise. As for this work, here the volume of demand for 2020, noisy by the author, was
used and the values of prices for the sale of final goods were estimated
7
http://www.expresstk.ru/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Evroaziatskie-transportnye-koridory.pdf
8
https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/intlinprog.html
6

Table 1.
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Table 2.

The cost of raw materials to produce a unit of production
Raw material (l ) \ product no (k )

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

3

4

5

4

5

5

7

5

9

47

2

2

4

4

6

6

7

6

9

7

51

Ranges of values
of some random variables
Parameters

Values

Parameters

Table 3.

Values

0.1

10

100

100

2 000 000

2 820 000

the theory of the transport problem, it is proved
that the solution of such a subproblem is always
integer [21].
5. Discussion
Consider the behavior of profit over the entire
planning horizon (Figure 1). As you can see
from the figure, the profit value changed nonmonotonously. This is because at each step
random variables were played (20, 21, 24–26)
and
– products demand noise component.
The last element especially strongly influenced
the final value of the volume of demand for the
products, which, in turn, was reflected in the
profit indicator.
The last profit value (after the stop criterion
was triggered) was played four times to understand the approximate spread of this value
depending on the implementations of the random variables.
When testing the final solution, we managed
to notice the following. The behavior of accumulated profit stabilizes in three out of four cases
(this can be observed especially well when analyzing the behavior of profit by day). From the

decision-making point of view, it is very difficult
to find a solution on the interval between the first
and eightieth days of the planning horizon. The
difficulty lies in choosing such values of the vectors p, x, v, z, , so that the profit values are positive.
Note that, for commercial reasons, we cannot
reflect the demand
, however, it can be noted
that the demand has a decreasing trend towards
summer, and after summer – an upward trend.
We also note that the hypothesis put forward
about an increase in the value of profit due to an
increase in price and, as a result, a decrease in the
volume of incoming orders for goods when interacting with a commodity exchange as a source of
raw materials for production, is confirmed.
A similar trend can be seen with the supply of
raw materials of types 1 and 2 on the exchange.

Value of the objective function, rubles
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the change in the profit indicator
depending on the price value p(k) at iteration k
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This is because in summer many places for the
extraction of raw materials are difficult to access
due to swampiness and hard passability [21].
However, the values of the supply of raw materials do not differ greatly by months, which is associated with the violation of legislation in the field
of forest use [21]. It can be concluded that the
volume of purchases on the exchange is insignificant relative to the supply, which, in turn, does
not lead to a sharp rise in prices and a shortage of
raw materials for production. In other words, the
exchange can fully provide the enterprise with all
the necessary types and volumes of raw materials
without any special additional load.
The fall in demand for goods and supply of
raw materials leads to a complex management
situation in production – there is no clear
understanding of how to act in such a way that
the condition of a positive value of the accumulated profit for each day during the entire
planning horizon is fulfilled. If this condition is
not met, then it is necessary to raise the question of attracting investment, which significantly complicates the original problem.
Consider the volume of purchases of raw materials by region. Despite the transport proximity
of the Irkutsk Region to the Primorsky Territory,
where the enterprise is located, and despite the
maximum volume of supply on the exchange of
raw materials from the Irkutsk Region, preference was given to purchases from the Republic
of Udmurtia ( 40%) and the Moscow Region
( 30%). This is very different from the procurement results shown in [21], where the Irkutsk
region dominates in the supply of raw materials.
This is because in the current work the factors
of price changes for the final product are additionally considered, the transport subproblem is
solved, and the possibility of choosing the volume of raw materials from the order from the
exchange9 is provided. The influence of these
three factors on the change in the volume of
9

purchases is supposed to be considered in subsequent works.
Consider the volume of production of a particular type of product. Type 9 is the most popular product. In addition, for this product, one can
observe a difference from the general trend: the
closer to summer, the higher the demand. Probably, this can be explained by the fact that the
price for this product is the highest, and the ratio
of costs to revenue is the smallest in comparison
with similar indicators of other types of products.
As for product 8, its production increases
from February to April and falls after April.
The complex dynamics of changes in production volumes is demonstrated by product 7.
Until September, it is difficult to speak about
the nature of changes in production volumes of
this product, but it is safe to say that this type of
product should be produced in significant volumes in September and October, after the seasonal decline in demand comes out.
It can be argued with a high degree of certainty that the feasibility of its production of
commodity 6 is extremely small.
Moreover, the dynamics of changes in production volumes, which are difficult to analyze, are demonstrated by goods 1–5. Even
though they are often produced, their volumes
are insignificant against the general background of the production of other goods.
Consider the situation that occurred in the
warehouse during production. Let us introduce
the operator ave (X), the result of which is the
average value of X at all iterations. Here you can
see that the amplitude of the stocks of raw materials in the warehouse is significant for each iteration. This allows us to assert that the degree
of complexity of the production planning process significantly depends on the procedure for
replenishing the warehouse with raw materials. It is worth noting here that, on average, the

Work [19] shows another method in play on the exchange, when a bid can be
bought out only entirely
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results of the model show that the warehouse
occupancy rate is above 50%. This is because in
summer the cost of raw materials increases, and
closer to cold periods (winter, late autumn and
early spring) it decreases. The simulation results
show that in order not to buy raw materials in
the summer at an overpriced price, they should
stock up a little earlier.

1
3
4
8. For the case with vertex 9,
the situation is somewhat different. Here two
streams merge into one: this is part of the stream
1
2
6
5
9 and 1
3
4
5
9,
where on average the second stream accounts
for 65.71% of the cargo turnover for the top 9.
However, there are other routes that are less
frequently used (2
3, 3
2, 6
7, 5
6,
5 4). These routes are used very rarely; their
average occupancy rate does not exceed 0.56%.
This is mainly because these routes are not on
the way to the final customer. Note that there
are routes that are more significant in terms of
occupancy. Among them, it is worth considering 6 5, 5 7, 7 10. Here, graph arcs are
used because the main routes cannot cope with
the flow of goods.

In mid-April and June, one can observe that,
on average, the stock of raw materials in the
warehouse reaches its peak
, and that almost
every day (97%) throughout the planning horizon, there is a purchase and receipt of raw materials at the warehouse, which together also complicates the process inventory planning.
Consider the transport sub-problem (Figure 2). Here, those routes are marked in black,
along which the ratio of the number of transported goods to the throughput of the arc
exceeds 66.67%. For routes indicated by gray
and dotted lines, these ratios are above 33.33%
and below 66.67%.

The main task of this study is to identify how
the price for each type of product will change
based on the calculation so that when solving problem (1–16), the final value of profit is
maximum. To do this, consider the drawings
from the online application10.

The main routes go through points 1 2 6
to point 10, as well as from point 1 to point 8:
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Fig. 2. Visualization of the graph of railway routes with notes about the average degree of “fullness”
of the arcs over the entire planning horizon
10

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DM2YsxBHPOZLvaTHjbmP8GK3cVa
DfDa5?usp=sharing
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For goods of any type, except for the first and
ninth, a stable increase in price is characteristic, which in the context of (22, 23) means that
due to an increase in price, a decrease in the
excess volume of demand for goods is achieved
and, as a consequence, the value of the final
profit increases. For goods of the first and ninth
types, the situation is somewhat different. For
the first type of product, the volume of demand
decreases throughout the summer period due
to an obvious increase in prices, and for the
ninth type, a price increase is observed, which
stabilizes as the winter period approaches. The
nature of these observations out of the rule is
expected to be studied further.
Let’s consider the positive and negative aspects
of the model and the two-stage optimization
scheme.
The positive aspects of the model include the
relative conceptual simplicity of the study in
terms of modeling and optimization stages. All
algorithms and methods used at these stages
are well researched. Many modifications of
their variants are also described in the literature, which is of great importance for further
research aimed at reducing the computation
time and increasing the accuracy of the solutions obtained.
We also note that this model comprehensively
covers a fairly large list of enterprise problems,
which makes it possible to find solutions that
are closer to the true optimal.
There are several points to the negative
aspects of the model. It is difficult to speak
about the rate of convergence of this method
for large samples and large dimension of the
problem. Probably, for larger samples or for
larger problem dimensions, you will need to
use numerical or heuristic algorithms.
The high requirements for the computer,
together with the computational complexity
of the problem, makes the process of debugging programs nontrivial in the case of a weak
computer base and significantly increases the
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barrier to the practical implementation of the
research results.
Based on the limitations and positive aspects
of the research results, we will consider the
directions for improving the model and the
method for finding solutions.
At Step 1 of the two-stage optimization, it
makes sense to use robust mixed-integer linear programming [24] due to the stochasticity
of many variables, which should make it possible to speed up the search for a solution. The
idea of this method is to identify constraints
common to all iterations (deterministic constraints) and, in combination with some transformations of all remaining linear stochastic
constraints, find a solution to the problem in
a small number of iterations. This will significantly reduce the time to find a solution and
the amount of RAM used.
Our assumptions about which goods should
in the future be included in this or that volume in the production plan (based on Figure 2)
must be further tested using the solution search
scheme we developed.
It is necessary to replace the process of playing random variables with differential or other
types of expressions, since otherwise a large
amount of computation will be required, which
in turn will affect the generation time of constraint matrices and objective functions for
each iteration. After such a replacement, it will
be necessary to use either heuristics or numerical methods. It is difficult to say how this type
of replacement will affect problems of large
dimension; additional research is needed.
It makes sense to connect other types of production processes to the model for assessing the
feasibility of interaction between an enterprise
and a timber commodity exchange in order to
obtain more accurate results.
It should be noted that the transportation of
finished products and raw materials by rail in
reality is not deterministic. This is especially pro-
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nounced as the winter season approaches, when
throughput decreases due to increased demand
for the transport of other goods and types of raw
materials (for example, fuel). In the future, it
makes sense to add random variables describing
the distance traveled over a period to obtain a
more accurate solution. However, consideration
of additional transportation factors will entail an
increase in the calculation time and uncertainty
in the algorithm for finding solutions.
It seems possible to use this model for planning production for the future, but in this case,
it is necessary to think about the high-quality forecast of the situation on the market or
on the commodity exchange. To obtain more
accurate solutions, it also makes sense to consider the possibility of using deep learning of
neural networks (or reinforcement learning) at
the stage of purchasing raw materials, depending on how the situation in the raw materials
market will develop.
Conclusion
This paper presents a model for solving the
problem of forming sustainable supply chains
and pricing policy of a timber industry enterprise. The model allows you to maximize the
value of pre-tax profit and is a mathematical
programming problem characterized by the
complex possibility of simultaneously reckoning the production rates of consumption of
raw materials for the production of final products, the formation of a vector of purchases of
raw materials on a commodity exchange, the
formation of a vector of volumes of transportation of finished products along the transport
graph and the formation of an enterprise pricing policy. The results of the implementation
of the model include the structure of production, the sequence of purchasing raw materials by production on the commodity exchange,
the sequence of transporting the final product
to buyers, as well as the value of profit for each
day of operation of the enterprise and the price
vector in the planning horizon under consid-

eration. The process of finding a suboptimal
solution to a problem is complicated by its
large dimension, integer constraints and a rapidly growing load on RAM.
To solve such a problem, a two-stage optimization scheme was developed, consisting
of steps with linear optimization and gradient
descent. The work implements the two-stage
Gomori method at the first step of the twostage optimization. From a practical point
of view, the model is a tool that allows you
to form a suboptimal production plan based
on production factors and the volume of raw
materials supply on the commodity exchange,
as well as a plan for transporting the final
product to buyers over the entire planning
horizon. In the absence of the possibility of
raising capital, the model allows you to find a
suboptimal solution that allows an enterprise
to avoid a cash gap.
The approbation of the model was carried
out on the example of a timber processing
complex from the Primorsky Territory. On the
basis of the calculations performed and the
solution found, recommendations were formulated for the management of the company
in cooperation with the Russian Commodity
Exchange. Analysis of the decision showed
that despite the territorial proximity of the
Irkutsk region to the Primorsky Territory, it is
worth paying attention to the purchase of raw
materials from the Moscow region and the
Republic of Udmurtia. This is due to two reasons: sufficient potential in terms of extracted
raw materials and a more acceptable pricing
policy of forestry enterprises. A brief analysis
of the possible production volumes of products of each type is carried out. It follows from
the analysis that the production of most types
of goods is not feasible. In general, the calculations allow us to make a conclusion about
the possibility of rational procurement of raw
materials on the commodity and raw materials exchange of Russia.
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To analyze qualitatively more complex
business processes of an enterprise, it seems
appropriate to modify the model by introducing probabilistic economic and production
factors. However, in this case the question of
a method for solving a complicated problem
remains open. It also makes sense to consider
the possibilities of speeding up the search for
solutions.
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